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Medical Questionnaire: Hip  Conditions
Protected B when completed.

                Physician's name (last name, first name)
Mailing address (No., Street, Apartment No., PO Box, RR No.)
Telephone (Country Code, Area Code, No.)
(
)
Telephone (Country Code, No.)
CONFIRMED MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS(ES) OF HIP CONDITION(S)
Right Hip
Left Hip
PLEASE ATTACH COPIES OF RELEVANT REPORTS.   (e.g., consultation reports, hospital discharge summaries, diagnostic imaging, etc.)

                  MEDICAL HISTORY - Right Hip 

                  Injury(ies)/symptoms
Pain:

                  MEDICAL HISTORY - Left Hip 

                  Injury(ies)/symptoms
Pain:
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TREATMENT
Are further diagnostic tests or consultations ongoing or planned?
PHYSICAL EXAMINATION
Leg Length Measurement: (measured from the ASIS to the Medial Malleolus crossing the knee on the medial side)
cm
cm

                Provide examination findings for BOTH hips.

                
                   
                

                Active Range of Motion from the zero starting position (straight limb position, standing or lying)
Right Hip (N = Normal)
degrees
degrees
degrees
degrees
degrees
degrees

                  Ankylosis:
Flail Joint:
Left Hip (N = Normal)
degrees
degrees
degrees
degrees
degrees
degrees

                  Ankylosis:
Flail Joint:
Privacy Notice
 
Veterans Affairs Canada (VAC) is committed to protecting individuals’ privacy rights, including safeguarding the confidentiality of the information provided.  The information provided on this form is collected under the authority of the Pension Act, the Veterans Well-being Act, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police Superannuation Act and/or the Royal Canadian Mounted Police Pension Continuation Act for the purpose of determining disability entitlement and/or assessment.  Providing this information is voluntary.  However, an incomplete form may cause delays for the individual.  This personal information may be shared for case management purposes, to determine eligibility for additional benefits, or for commemorative activities, where applicable.  The recorded opinion about an individual is considered personal information about and belonging to that individual.  The individual to whom this information belongs has the right to the correction of, access to, and protection of their personal information under the Privacy Act and to file a complaint with the Privacy Commissioner of Canada, at 30 Victoria Street, Gatineau, QC, K1A 1H3, over VAC’s handling of their information.  Additional information about how VAC handles personal information can be found in the Information about Programs and Information Holdings publication found on VAC’s website.
Is VAC to be invoiced?
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